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McCaffrey Innitiates Task Forces
President
Stanley
E.
McCaffrey, in an open letter to
faculty, students, and staff,
recently established
four
commissions to begin a selfstudy of the University. Results
of their studies should be made
public by November of this year.
McCaffrey describes this
self-analysis as an attempt to be
objective and thorough in

Education

Ryan Bill
Launches
Innovation

by Sally St. Clair
California's new Ryan Bill
offers a new change in the School
of Education curriculum for
teacher
preparation
and
licensing.
The Ryan Bill, introduced in
the California State Legislature
in 1970 by Assemblyman Ryan,
makes the present Fisher Bill an
obsolete piece of legislation.
John Schippers of the School
continue to give his successor the
same wonderful cooperation that of Education remarked "the
he received. Father celebrates Ryan Bill is full of a lot of major
the Catholic Folk Mass every changes." Now, students under
Sunday at 11 am in Elbert Covell this department will be able to
Dining Hall. His friends plan a receive a teaching or services
final Mass and Fiesta on May 14 credential.
These credentials are valid
to wish Father Joe "Adios" as he
as
either
Preliminary (pending
leaves for his new assignment.
upon the completion of the fourth
year), or Life, which is a
permanent credential. No Life
credential
will be issued until all
President: Tom White
requirements have been met and
Vice President: Run-off between the candidate has taught for two
years in California public
Jeff Gullo and Jack Coward
schools.
The
authorization
for
COP Senator: Run-off between
teaching
credentials
includes
Michael Heer and Jim Kinslow
single,
multiple,
and
lYear Senator: Run-off between "specialist," all of which include
to adult school
Andy Harris and Kathy Slankard preschool
teaching, and "designated,"
taught at a grade level approved
2-Year Senator: Arthur Smoke
by a special commission. One
COPA
Chairman:
Nancy could specialize in reading,
math, special education, or early
Thomas
childhood while have as his
Head Songleader: Run-off designated subjects such areas
between Betty Chin and Roxanne as trade, technical or vocational
courses.
Fowler
Teachers licensed under the
Head Yell Leader: Run-off Ryan Bill may instruct any
between Randy Schulman and single subject of the following: 18
semester hours of course-work, 9
Denise Gibson
semester hours of upper division
graduate coursework, or a
do too teknacal difikultys wida
komputa, da paPa wen choP- multiple subject class. The 60
semester hours must be equally
chop...along wit da ad man
Choochu distributed among the four areas
The computer is trying to say that it is of a diversied major, namely
responsible for the brevity of this
continued on page 2

Father O'Looney
Announces Farewell
Father Joseph O'Looney,
S.P., Chaplain to the Catholic
immunity at UOP,has just
inounced that he will be leaving
s present assignment at the end
'f this semester.
Father Joe has been at
'acific for five years. He is a
lember of the Paulist Fathers, a
ligious community dedicated
the Ecumenical ministry, and
!ery much involved with the
liversity apostolate. Before
ming to Stockton, Father Joe
rved as chaplain to Boston
niversity and the UC Berkeley
ampus. He has been on loan to
lie Diocese of Stockton to help
'ordinate their ministry to
'Hege students on the five
npuses in the area.
Father Joe would like to
hank all his friends at Pacific for
heir generous support and wa rm
'endship during his stay here.
!e is especially grateful for the
'cere cooperation he has had
;r°rn the administration and
r°m
his fellow campus
Ministers. He has become
'orsonally involved with many of
students at Elbert Covell
Allege. As founder and director
'1 Amigos Anonymous, a student
v°'unteer community develop"hWit summer program in Mexif0' Father Joe has had a deep
love and understanding of Latin
jmierican culture. He will miss
ls Latino Amigos.
Father's farewell message
0 the community is that they will

Election Results!

paper and the lack of ads.

by Craig Cowley
examining challenges and
possible improvements facing
UOP.
In the open letter, dated
April 12, McCaffrey stated his
"desire that all of these efforts
have the full participation of the
broadest representation possible
of the University community."
Commissions on educational
goals, governance, athletics, and
student affairs, all include
students and faculty as well as
administrators.
Emphasis in each of the
areas of self-study will be on
effective functioning
and
desirable channeling of future
UOP efforts. McCaffrey cites the
"financial crunch" as causing a
serious financial situation which
will
affect
review
and
consideration of traditional and
new programs and activities of
the University.
In addition to the four com
missions already established,
McCaffrey promises that ad hoc
committees and qualified con
sultants will undertake studies of
such areas as "broad participa
tion in the process of develop
ment of University budget, and of
sharing information concerning
University finances" and "gen

eral University administrative
organization."
On what may be the most
controversial topic of all,
intercollegiate
athletics,
McCaffrey says, "this is not to be
a study to 'kill football' or to 'save
football.' I expect this study to be
a thorough analysis of our own
situation, and of ours in relation
to that of other institutions...I
hope
and
expect
the
recommendations to be directed
toward the objective of what is
best for the University of the
Pacific."
Declaring "we indeed have
an institution in which we can all
take
justifiable
pride,"
McCaffrey describes UOP
students as the most impressive
aspect of the University.
"They
are
outstanding
young men and women," he
states. "They have been
exceedingly friendly and warm
in their reception of us, for which
we are most grateful. But quite
beyond that pleasant aspect, we
have been greatly impressed
with the quality of our students
and their general seriousness
about their academic pursuits
and other phases of University
life."

The validity of election rules
and procedures was challenged
in an ASUOP Supreme Court
case last week.
Wayne Toleman, Director of
Student Services, filed a petition
with the court stating that the
ASUOP Constitution had been
violated. Toleman was referring
specifically to section 8, clause 2,
paragraph 3 of the ASUOP
Constitution, which states that
election and campaign rules are
"subject to the advice and
consent of the Senate." Toleman
did not feel that the rules had
been rightly approved by this
body.
At a hearing to decide the
legitimacy of the complaint,
Toleman testified that, to his
knowledge, there had been no
official Senate meeting to
approve
the
rules.
He
emphasized that his reason for
filing the petition was to prevent
anyone from challenging the
validity of the elections after
they had occurred. He also cited
a few examples where students
had been disqualified from
running because of these election
rules, and theoretically, they
could also file a complaint and
perhaps nullify the election.

Lois Killowich, Director of
Academic Affairs, and in charge
of the election rules, testified that
originally she was not aware of
the stipulations made in the
constitution.
After it
was
discovered, she phoned the
Senators i?nd asked them to read
and vote ol" the rules in the
ASUOP Office^- Lois stated that
the majority of the Senate did
vote and that she interpreted this
as satisfying the advice and
consent clause.
The primary issue inv '°lved
in the hearing centered arot'nd
the future of the scheduled Apri.'
12 election. If the court did decide
that Toleman's grievance was
legitimate, elections would have
to be postponed and the
candidates would have to start
completely over.
After about a fourteen hour
deliberation period, the court
denied Toleman's petition. The
decision stated that "As by-laws
subject to advice and consent of
the Senate, the method by which
the Senate approved these rules,
though irregular, was not
unconstitutional. It is the opinion
of this court that the substantive
intent of this clause was not
violated."

Rules Challenged
in Supreme Court

Si
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Hand Evaluates Winter Term
by Marianne Moyn

>

"Winter Term seems to be
the only semester in which I can
take time to live," stated one
student in a recent evaluation of
this year's Winter Term in COP.
A questionnaire was prepared by
Dr. Hand, Assistant Dean of
COP, and a group of faculty
members and was sent to a
random sample of COP students
enrolled in Winter Term. Forty
per cent of the questionnaires
were returned but the results of
the evaluation were positive
according to Dr. Hand.
Several of the questions dealt
with the academic value of the
programs and the students
indicated theireducational needs
were well-served. Seventy-two
per cent of the students felt these
needs were well-served and that
"the experience contributed to
their capacity for self direction.''
Forty-nine per cent of the
students felt that work was
demanding and only 25 % found

that Winter Term required very
Other questions asked
little effort. These responses revealed that the majority of the
were correlated with the students found their Winter
students' educational goals and it Term
experience
to
be
was suggested that "when the satisfying. The feeling among
student is involved in work which students and faculty during
seems significant and productive Winter Term was reported as
to him he may also perceive the being moderately relaxed and
work
as somewhat less the difference in the mode of
demanding" according to Dr. study between regularsemesters
Hand.
and
Winter
Term
was
educationally productive. A
Intellectual stimulation and large number revealed that the
excitement of the courses were Winter
Tern
contributed
also examined and 58% of the significantly to a capacity for
students found the offerings to be self-direction.
rich and varied; 74% thought
The two favorable comments
that the experience was made most frequently in the free
satisfying and 72% were excited responses were that students
by the project that they did.
appreciated the opportunity to
The pace of the Winter Term explore a single area of interest
was reported by 79% as being in depth, the reduced pressure of
relaxed and only 7% found the Winter Term, and the chance to
atmosphere to be tense. As far as establish relationships with their
clarity of educational goals, 72% fellow students.
found that the goals were well
defined.
The
suggestions
or
criticisms included comments
that some students felt the need
for more guidance and a clearer
definition
of
goals. Some
students also wanted more of a
variety in the project offerings
A nationwide study of
Although only three UOP and others objected to Winter
An associate in the San
Haas was a Phi Beta Kappa
Congress and its representa students are involved in the Term courses offered like those Francisco management con
graduate in English at Berkeley
tives, announced last fall by project for credit, several others presented in regular semesters. sulting firm of McKinsey and
in 1964, and a teacher for two
Ralph Nader, is giving three are assisting in the research. Most of the students liked the Company was recently ap
years in Africa with the Peace
UOP students an intimate look at There also is a group from variety of learning opportunities pointed to the UOP Board of
Corps. He obtained his master's
the American political process in Stanislaus State College who are and the chance to travel. A few Regents.
degree
in Business Admini
this election year.
conducting research on the 15th students suggested an exchange
Thirty-year-old Robert D. stration from Harvard in 1969
district in the Modesto area.
with other colleges, or even nine Haas, probably the youngest and was selected by President
The students, Gary Frush of
one-month
terms. Additional person ever appointed to the Lyndon Johnson as a White
Stockton, Larry Breed of San
Included in the project will criticisms included that some Regents, is the son of Mr. Walter House Fellow.
Francisco, and Mark Feickert of be findings on how the elected
A. Haas of San Francisco,
Elk Grove, are enrolled in a officials are viewed in their home faculty were inaccessible, that Chairman of the Board at Levi
more
class
meetings
and
spring semester project entitled area by key people such as party
Strauss and Company.
A ladies watch was turned
"Congressional Reform" at and community leaders, how the discussions were needed, and
that
the
cost
of
some
of
the
Raymond College.
into
the Maintenance Office
officials communicate with their projects was too high.
Their assignment is an id- constituencies, and preparation
President Stanley McCaf several weeks ago and is still
Students were also given a
depth study of two of California's of
a
profile
of
each chance to make free responses on frey stated that "Bob Haas has unclaimed. The owner should go
Congressional districts (as they representative.
had a rich background of exoeri- to the Maintenance Office and
the questionnaire such as, "my ence for a young man, and we are identify it.
existed prior to the recent
independent study was the most
reapportionment) to determine
The ultimate goal, according educational experience of delighted to have him as a mem
how the Representative is to Nader and his associates, is to
ber of the Board of Regents."
viewed by key people in his home focus attention on forces upon college. Practical application of
TIM McLAIN AND HIS
area. Frush is leading the study and within Congress, diagnose research was most enjoyable and
JAZZ GROUP, TUESDAY, 7:30
of the 15th Congressional District deficiencies, record strengths profitable. I wouldn't give up
PM - 11:00 PM, APRIL 18, 1972,
of John McFall (D-Manteca) and and recommend ways and means Winter Term for anything."
AT GREAT HALL. FREE OF
Breed and Feickert are studying of reform. The project is Another student commented, "to
CHARGE.
the 38th Congressional District of nationwide and planned to cover fully benefit from a one-month indepth study, it should be out of
Victor Veysey (R-Riverside).
all Congressional districts.
one's major so the student gets
into something he's never done
before."
Descriptions of courses to be continued from page 1
offered for Winter Term next English, Math, Social Sciences, direct contrast, the Ryan Bill
doesn't require this, in fact, a
year are already being examined and Humanities.
student
is encouraged to have a
by Dr. Hand. As a result of the
Interested people who have diversied major.
survey taken from this year's completed two years of college
by Sally Van Dyke
"The Fisher Bill," added
A petition was just passed by interested in upholding the Winter Term, it is being and are being enrolled in a Schippers, "states that students
emphasized that courses be teacher education curriculum at
the housing office to turn Ritter standards of the house.
available for freshmen and any institution of higher learning can get elementary and
into a co-ed house with private
secondary credentials yet the
The costs of living in a sophomores who have no real
rooms for each student. By
private room will be a little more experience in a certain field and are affected by Assemblyman Ryan Bill offers one credential in
having these private rooms for
Ryan's Bill.
either elementary or secondary
expensive than sharing one. The
each student can be guaranteed rate of having a private double also courses available for more
William Topp of UOP's Math education."
peace and quiet for nine months. room will run $50 more and for a advanced students including Department is chairing a special
He concluded by emphasiz
This house will only benefit single room it will cost about $30 independent study.
committee whose members ing that "it's not much of an im
Dr. Hand further stated that, include a broad representation of
those students who are interested more than if it were shared.
"every Winter Term project each college in the university. provement really, or any defin
in 24 hour silence in the dorm.
Richard Harkness who now
ite progress. It'll only be a
Priority of grad students and on resides in Ritter House was should help students develop Their studies will include many
change. I guess one could say it's
independence and self-direction,
down will be given, with mostly
responsible
for but we need to provide aspects of the Ryan Bill and how not worse or better to what we
academic
and
disciplinary organizing this quiet house. All
UOP can fit it's present
opportunities for varying curriculum to the bill. The have already.
records considered.
students who are interested may
Students interested must obtain more information in the degrees of such self-direction." committee will decide what the
sign a nine month contract at the Housing Office and the rooms Faculty were also asked to specific requirements of the bill
TERMPAPER ARSENAL, Inc.
beginning of the fall semester. will be given out on a first come, remember that "some students are by July 1972.
Send $1.00 for your descriptive
catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers
The only way to break this first served basis. Rooms will be are capable of working quite
The old Fisher Bill required
independently but others need a
519 GLENROCK AVE, SUITE 203
contract would be to find a
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
absolutely guaranteed to those framework in which to direct that students had to have an
replacement who would be
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493
academic
major
in
order
to
students who sign for them.
their energies."
"We need a local salesman"
receive their credentials. In

Students Study with Nuder

Co-ed Housing Sparks
Peace & Quiet at Ritter

New Regent Appointed

Education
Ryan Bill Launches Innovation
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|Bennett Reflects on P r e s i d e n c y
by Karen Welz

raehouf
hv
mov u/;
n
by Joey
Winters

The history of wormufandThe i r n r
'r traditional subject matter,
compllshments has been as greatly
underplayed as that nf
K,„„I._
Undwh1fyKd 35 that of the blacksafter years if Mpre'iSwi'apS?rg^g °" campuses across the nation
relatively rare Even element"05
'eSOfW°men bave remained
are. tven elementary courses covering the basic
This failhig is certSydue more t^" tI'e.1?cking in many colleges,
curriculum niarm,
t° tack of foresight and initiative in
108
er 01311 aPathy or disinterest on the part of
students
.

butI
"me for
school work and my social life
virtually disappeared."
courses such as Politics of LOVP
"
exception in
at
A twenty-four hour job this
Differences, and f£.^"logy of Sex
ingi
year,
Bennett's
personal
FemaltHn
The
philosophies had much to bear on
con ,
Several interesting classes available next fall arg thp r a„a r the way he handled the ASUOP
don"
office.
cas
"Basically, I have an
At
dictatorship, I found. I ordered
°men, and are taught by women, are Images of Women in overriding respect for people's know what they want to do for
themselves."
Jan
things; wasn't consistent." T.bj$
ext
nsive
exa
intelligence."
drama"' "h
f
mination of famous women in novels
Later,
Bennett
was
not<
goes back even to the Forum.
ama, and poetry; and Alternatives to the Nuclear Familv which
"WhenI was a little kid in the
influenced by the "Teachings of
She
"When you trust people to do
fifth
and
sixth
grades
I
was
ef
her
periods"
<*
Sd 'hfsleal
Don Juan" by Carlos Castenada
WOUXI
their
things, you don't expect any
socially maladjusted.Igot allthe
recognize
the
Yaqui more of them."
to
Brc
The fact that courses of this nature are available is encouratanp attention by making bad jokes,
philosophy as valid. "There are
per
"Fortunately, I'm not
and we applaud the effort and originality of the faculty behind them butIwas a good artist. In eighth
many paths in life," Bennett
wa:
consecutive."
He always worked
an
sure
that
such
t a
.
classes will continue to be offered and and ninth grades I hated people said, "tangled like a can of
ma
for
over-all
philosophies,
to
covei
a
broader
even
more.
I
can
remember
on
~ ,
;
range of subjects, it would be advisable
spaghetti."
be
played
the
game
for keeps;
to create a department of women's studies.
that Halloween night I had to
"After
my
trip
to
the
wanted
to
help
this
school. Yr
merit a3fntnd the demand on our sma11 campus does not at this time prove myself to other people. Sol Washington DC last year,Iwrote
newtf
perspectives
on
leaders!.,
merit a full program of undergraduate women's courses comparable made explosives with another
in my journal, which Ihave kept
become
important.
This
rchoc
to those set up at some larger institutions such as San Diego State kid. Then we were picked up by
for four or five years, the
has
more
freedom
than
any
oth
the
the
police
and
it
turned
out
that
However a Women's department at UOP could serve as a creative
influence on me there and the
school.
There
are
Sto
influence in determining future classes which students would like to the cop was a member of my
potentially good things students
administrator hassles. Outsid<
Ion
see implemented, and encouraging the various departments to father's church."
can do for this country." As a
ex<
have
been impressed because
consider possibilities within their particular field which pertain to
His father, a minister, in result of that trip Bennett has
way
we
hai
the
im
women.
part, contributed to Bennett's
tried to understand people's responsibility." Bennett bel
His
The purpose of a women's department would not be to compete religious upbringing. The different paths and follow them
"students can have all the p
Mc
with existing departments in attracting majors or granting degrees, "Teachings of Christ" taught "like a chameleon."
they want so long as
bh
but rather to work together with the heads of major subject areas at him the "power of love" and
"Photographer, poet, thief, organize and set up a progra
to
all the colleges. An attempt should be made to establish a well- Ghandi influenced his beliefs as a religious phanatic, jazz tenor
Over the summer Ber
Id
balanced selection of classes about women offered through different pacifist. "At fourteen I wouldn't saxaphonist," Bennett decided
and a number of other pt
yoi
participate in war, I told my
departments as options available to any student in the university.
early to be a number of things.
worked toward more stu
wa.
Keeping women's courses under the auspices of other father. At eighteen whenIhit the "The ASUOP Presidency was
services. "Not to give servi
th<~
draft
age
my
dad,
who
had
been
departments instead of placing them in a separate category would
one path to see how people live really irks me." One of the
utilize faculty and resourses already present, and not incur major trained in WW II as a gunner for their lives."
projects researched was
Pc
expenses.
the Navy, changed his views and
Within the ASUOP office underground rock college with a
mi
wrote
a
C.
0.
letter
to
my
draft
It would be feasible to operate a department of women's studies
Bennett learned to be "like a continuous series of workshops
be
with a faculty advisor and a committee of interested students. The counselor."
sponge" never relying on one
"It worked out in theory," bu/
of
From Hinduism to politics,
department could introduce classes following the basic pattern which
particular person. "You learn to practice it was a "flop."
It
sow
Bennett
learned
that
he
"didn't
is now used to fit in women's courses, but with the added benefits of
understand your experiences,"
So
Bennett
took
a
three
day'\
on
overall organization and student suggestions. The major function of have to meet everyone to Bennett said, "and you learn how
vacation to Mt. Lassen. He came)
th
people."
Bernt to adapt."
such a program should be to remain sensitive to student opinion and understand
back to the office looking for a 1
ha
Kolker
once
told
him,
"people
demand in the area of women's studies in order to better correlate
"Things don't work well as a
"comfortable identity". "I was \
St
these classes within the framework of the entire university.
pleased
as punch'
Bennett,
Pi
The Sexual Awareness Weekend is a venture designed to help
commented, when refrigerator/
th
students understand their own patterns of behavior in relating toward
rentals went into effect. Later
upa
others. The group will spend two days together getting to know each
this was to spur on the recorc
other and exploring their feelings about role-playing.
store.
Students who wish to participate and have not signed up already
Besides meeting Debbi
may do so today in the Anderson Y. The car caravan will depart
Nikkei, Bennett said, the be?
tomorrow morning at 8 am from the Y. The cost for meals is $3 and
thing about this year wa
students are reminded to bring sleeping bags, guitars, etc.
learning how to operate an offio
Clanging the bell of the "neighborhood." Little boys on
Representatives of the UOP Women's Union will be on hand at the
He found it to be "a vibrai
Earth Day fair sponsored by Zero Population Growth to discuss such antique Phi Tau fire engine, a bikes and their sisters running place." "I liked the energy <
issues as birth control and abortion repeal, sell copies of "Our Bodies pick-up team of UOP people will down the sidewalks, rush home people coming together," as in
Our Selves: A Course by and for Women," and make a guerrila continue its collections of with the spirit of the occasion, the student union report and the
theater presentation. The combination concert-fair will take place in foodstuffs for the county's and return to create moments of McGovern campaign, both of
the Raymond Great Hall and Common Room on Wednesday, April 19, Emergency Food Program. Up a parade.
which Bennett has put in much
one street and down another, the
Altogether four neighbor concert and effort.
from 7 pm to 1 am.
')
volunteers first leaflet a hoods have given several hun
Next
year
Bennett
would
li!c«J
Discover llie World on Your
neighborhood with information dred dollars worth of emergency
to stay on here and work for half \
one afternoon and then return the food, plus several personal
the year with the student union '
I next evening for donated food. checks via the UOP Chaplain's
committee. He's also thinking of
Sails each September & February
This is a stop-gap measure until fund.
opening up a coffee house
Combine accredited study with
the county's agency can hook up
Volunteers are needed; the somewhere in Stockton.
educational stops in Africa, Aus
its official fund sources again in amateurs' help still can mobilize
"Once I thought I was a
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
the bureaucratic scuffle taking neighbors to feed hungry mouths
•
political
animal with no
students from 450 campuses have
place.
of those in critical need, until consciousness, but I'm not lik^
i
already experienced this interna
Dr. Dale Heckman, Dean of official agencies can figure out
that anymore. Now I've learnttional program. A wide range of
the Chapel, claims the response how to do it. Volunteers for the
to pace myself and eat right; no^
financial aid is available, Write
to the collecting team from next collection may call the Dean
•
more
coffee. I've learned to be
now for free catalog:
householders
has
been of the Chapel Office, 924-2538 or
more
tactful and listen to
i
12. Orange, Cal. 92666
surprising to all, an experience in 946-2537.
people." ,
|/
SUP'
SOU!

and female whicrh^ebe^^ff010?'81 and CUltUral roles of ma'e
recentlyatU0P have drawn
strong enthusiasm anH
/

"I see everything as a
learning experience; but why
does it have to be so painful?"
joked David Bennett, outgoing
ASUOP President.
During his first three months
in office Bennett put on forty
pounds. His "social life, in
essence, disappeared," and he
was too nervous to sleep at night
and continually ate on the run.
c turned
miI,t;o twenty-o
Then
twenty-one and
*."c" "he
did ^!s share of drinkingWhen school started "my
energy revived

found

less

and

less

ISSr MediS: ,ma8eS »' Male*an<i

City Donates Food

Volunteers Solicit
Conned Goods
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The Pacifican

Radical Editorial Defended
This year The Pacifican tried to upgrade the level of student
journalism that had existed previously on this campus. If you'll
remember, my first editorial stressed objectivity in all news articles
and a high quality of editorials.
Last week Karen Welz wrote a rather strong editorial against a
presidential candidate. This was the first time this year or any year
that any editorial of that kind had been written. Some thought it was
refreshing, others, insulting and totally unnecessary.
The Pacifican has always welcomed student input and reactions
to editorial policies. We predicted those reactions, and in fact, were
more surprised by the positive ones than the negative. We expected
an explosion with that editorial, but it was done anyway.
Why? Because for a full year now the paper has been threatened
and badgered by certain members of student government. While
some officers felt free to criticize the paper, the slightest crack by The
Pacifican regarding the ASUOP was taken offensively. The yearbook
experienced the most overt form of suppression; we were told to put
in certain pictures of officers if we' 'wanted friends next year. I don t
know how many times I was told, "Everyone is really unhappy with
The Pacifican," and was asked to do "favors" for the ASUOP.
Maybe all this in itself does not justify the tone of Karen's
editorial, maybe it was a mistake. But on the other hand, how much
should the paper let go unexposed; shouldn't the students know one
person's opinion of a candidate, no matter how scathing?
I apologize for any personal grief suffered by Tony Vaughn,
because I know that he is a very sensitive person and was quite hurt
by the editorial. He alone is not to blame for the way that The
Pacifican was treated this year. It's the whole set-up of the
constitution and the relationship of the paper to the ASUOP: financial
dependence but idealistically, editorial control of content.
Is eventual independence impossible? For the sake of all future
Pacifican's editors, I hope not.
Last night at a candidates' night, a presidential hopeful told me
that he thought that the newspaper and the government should be
closer together. On this, my very last week as editor, the thought
repels me.
Mary Arnold

Slade

and Brydon

The powerful Pacific debate
team of Steve Slade and John
Brydon qualified forthe National
Debate Tournament to be held at
the University of Utah.
Steve and John broke a ten
year record on the amount of
jallots won by one team in
competition at the qualifier.
They both won twenty-two of
twenty-four ballots to go
'defeated in opening rounds.
Pacific won nationals in 1964
with the great team of Doug
Pipes and Raoul Kennedy.
Brydon and Slade beat San
Fernando Valley in the final
round of debate to qualify for
naUonals^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Sorority houses will be
holding their annual spring
Presents at the respective houses
n Sunday from 2-4 pm. The new
ledge classes will be introduced
uring the formal open house.

Office-North Hall

Survive

Both Brydon and Slade are
seniors and have ended a great
career with the debate team,
watched and guided by coach Dr.
Paul Winters.

Art Exhibit
The eigth annual UOP
Student Art Exhibition will be
held this year from April 23 to
May 7 at the Central United
Methodist Church.
Categories for the exhibition
are:
painting,
graphics,
photography, sculpture, design,
ceramics, and crafts. Any UOP
student is eligible to submit
work, although not more than
seven pieces per artist may be
entered.
Entries must be properly
labeled and submitted to the Art
Center, Room 111, between 10am
and 4 pm on April 17.
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would like to point out that she
does no intelligent woman on this
campus a favor by describing the
candidate
of
her choice s
qualifications as "tall
and
"good-looking." By doing thus,
she only epitomizes what many

Opinion

Ecology Limits Population
World wide the population is
doubling every 35 years. While
the population of the world was
approximately 3 billion in 1968, it
will become 6 billion by the year
2003. Biologist Paul Ehrlich and
other authorities despair since
man
is
unable,
despite
technological
advances,
to
provide adequate food, shelter,
and natural resources to all
persons.
Man is limited ecologically
by a narrow band approximately
seven miles high of usable
atmosphere, a finite supply of
water, and oply l/8th of the
earth's surface which is fit for
human life. In addition, the use of
pesticides, fertilizers, improved
seed varieties, and increased
irrigation, is proving insufficient
to keep up with the rising
populations in the underdevelop-

ed countries.
Although, forexample, Latin
America increased her food
production over the last five
years, her population increased
by 25 million. As a result, there is
7% less food available for each
individual to eat. Scientists are
discovering, too, that the sea,
which was once considered an
ultimate source of food, is
becoming a biological desert as
its potential for food production
is destroyed by increasing
quantities of pollutants.

Earth Week
Celebrated
Sunday, April 16
Bike ride: to Mickie Grove,
sponsored by the Bike Coalition,
9:30 am at Burns Tower.
Monday, April 17

Phone 946-2140
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Dear Karen,
This letter is in respose to
Karen Welz's article in last
Friday's Pacifican which was
subheaded VOTE TOM WHITE.
First of all, not attempting to
disparage Miss Welz's taste, I

Nan Brown
Alan Brose
Tom Preece

Lecture:
Middle
class
consumption and its effect on
world
ecosystems,
Cliff
Humphrey, 8 pm at Anderson Y.
Tuesday, April 18
Lecture: The condor soon to be
extinct,
John
Borneman,
speaker, a condor naturalist,
sponsored by the Audobon
Society, 7:30 pm at Lincoln
Senior Elementary Multi
purpose room.
Wednesday, April 19
Earth Carnival and Concert:
sponsored by Zero Population
Growth, 7:30 pm to 1 am at
Raymond Common Room, $1.50
per person.
Thursday, April 20
Film: Outward Bound on biking
in the Sierras, sponsored by the
Sierra Club, 8 pm at Lincoln
Senior Elementary Multi
purpose Room.
Tickets for the April 29th Tenl
'ear's After concert are now!
reel Students who have already!
^nought tickets must get their^
sjmoney back by Friday, April 21A
SFree tickets will be given oum
•starting April 23. Tickets may hel
Irefunded at the ASUOP Record|

political critics accuse all women
of doing: voting only on a
candidate's attractive appeal.
Surely Miss Welz has enough
foresight to look beyond the skin.
Secondly, does she consider
only what the opponent's faults
are and fail to look at how her
own candidate might react under
similar circumstances? After
five years of observing student
elections at UOP, I would hate to
believe that we are still at the
"mud-slinging" stage. If Miss
Welz were to take a hard,
objective look at all of her
accusations (none of which did
she bother to back up with the
smallest amount of support), she
might discover that most of them
are little more than falsehoods.
Finally, I would comment
that if this type of journalism is
what we have to look forward to
in the Pacifican next year, we are
truly a regressing student body.
Chris Coleman

by Ken Fisher
An informed source high in the McGovern California campaign
staff has expressed fear that supporters of Senator Hubert Humphrey
may try to "steal" the Democratic presidential nomination.
According to the aide, who has just shifted his operation here
from the midwest where he was a coordinator for one of the now
defunct campaigns, most of the pro's are now beginning to predict
that George McGovern will have the highest number of committed
delegates going into the convention. What they fear is that a
deadlocked convention will result in a backroom selection of the
nominee.
„
Humphrey people are reportedly investigating the possibility ot
challenging the caucuses of states that produced pro-McGovern
delegations through conventions on a state level. The important fight
this year in the credentials committee may be over the
inplementation of the reform procedures adopted by the party, rather
than the seating of intergrated/segregated delegations from the
South. It is likely that each candidate will challenge the makeup of
every delegation that he loses, with the hope of being able to seat
supporters who will be bound to the opposition for a first ballot vote
^he McGovern camp is now expressing cautious optimism about
their man's chances in the upcoming primaries. After what they
considered a smashing and suprising victory in Wisconsin they
expect to take the Massachusetts, Nebraska, Oregon, and California
primaries. One is forced to believe that the strong grass roots
organization might well be able to do just that.
Hunphrey's showing in Wisconsin was especially poor, according
to the observer, and belief is strong at McGovern central
headquarters that they could take California with as much as forty
per cent of the vote.
The next two important primaries are Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania, both on April 25. The general opinion current is that
McGovern will take the former, based on his NDC endorsement and
Kennedy ties, while Humphrey's labor support will be the deciding
factor in the latter.
If Humphrey wins in Pennsylvania, it will be his first primary
victory as a presidential candidate in three tries.
An impression of the campaign, which was confirmed by the
McGovern aide, is that the organization of Sen. Ed Muskie is rapidly
breaking up. For all intensive purposes, Muskie's chief rivals forthe
nomination have all but counted the Maine senator out, and he will
need a major victory to restore his credibility as a candidate.
The McGovern people feel that a head-on conflict between their
man and Humphrey, with a large portion of the Muskie delegates and
party professionals unsure of where to go, would play into the hands of
those Humphrey people who are preparing to pull something at the
convention. But the McGovern people have shown a flair recently for
tight organization, and for using the party reforms to the full extent.
They view the convention with relish.
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Fa' City Spring Concert Drafted

Stockton seems to be having
Sand. I really think performers
find himself a new band; I don't
more than it's usual share of
lose credibility when they act as
think Sweathog has what it takes.
concerts this spring. Cold "Blood,
though their communicating
Country Weather, Wild wood! something completely new to an Malo shows definite promise.
Many people consider them
Tower of Power, Elvin Bishop,
audience, when in actuality they
Big Brother and the Holding are repeating a wom out another, or the second Santana.
MCompany, and War have all introduction word for word. Considering their percussion
jlayed at the Civic Auditorium in "Sparkling in the Sand" section and the fact that Carlos
he last month. Ten Years After, deserves more than a redundant Santana's younger brother is
lead guitarist for Malo, the
Wild Turkey, and Tower of introduction.
Fortunately
power will play at the UOP they've worked some new comparison is a logical tendency.
FRIDAY, APRIL 14
Malo is going to have to work
itadium April 29th.
material into the act. Where the
hard
to
step
out
from
behind
the
UOP: Anderson Y Cinema will be showing "Who's Afraid of Virginia
I
The concert headlined by dialog
was
stale,
the
" Tower of Power was satisfying, performance was fresh which is shadow of Santana. Considering Woolf" tonight at 6:30 pm and 9 pm in the Anderson Lecture Hall,
perhaps the most interesting probably more important. that Santana is sitting back, Malo Free.
just may have a chance.
Robert Brown, saxophonist, and Joan Hildebrand, pianist, will
feature of the show was Big
War was in town the Monday
Shanana puts on a great present their Senior Recitals in the Conservatory tonight at 8:15 pm.
Brother's performance. It's been following Easter vacation. It
show. They are professional Free.
all down hill for Brother since took the name of Eric Burdon to
showmen putting on a well Bay Area: J. Geilas Band, The Elvin Bishop Group, and Merry
Janis left the group. When Joplin get then into the limelight, but
staged act. They have a number Clayton will appear at Winterland tonight and tomorrow night at 8
left, the group lost not only a time has proven that it was a well
of
excellent
singers. pm. Tickets are $3.50 for advance sale and $4 at the door.
superstar, they lost half their deserved break. Their break
Instrumentally they are sound. It
Deep Purple, Buddy Miles
Bound. I think perhaps they have from Eric Burdon indicted just
seems as though they took the
Deep Purple and Buddy Miles with The Atlanta Rhythm Section
at last found the magic how much he was needed. The
best talent of the 50's and heaped will appear in concert at the Berkeley Community Theatre tonight
ngredient: a new female singer. production of the show was bad.
it into one band. Their satire on only. Tickets are $3.50, $4.50, and $5.50.
The obvious tendency is to The light crew at the Civic has
the 50's teenage scene is
The rock opera, "Jesus Christ Superstar," will continue its
compare her to Janis Joplin. I been consistently bad, and the
delightful beyond a shadow of limited engagement at the Orpheum Theatre at the corner of Market
don't think it was intentional War concert was no exception. In
doubt. Like Tower of Power they and Hyde in San Francisco. Ticket prices range from $3.50 to $7.50.
casting on the part of the group. addition the PA system was bad.
should really work in some fresh More information is available by calling 621-5000.
At times she does sound like Despite the technical problems
commentary. They could at least
"Peter Pan," a rock fantasy, is now playing in the Wabe at Lone
Janis, but I think it should be War put on a good show. They did
re-arrange the wording in their Mountain College in San Francisco. Performance schedule is:
noted that she isn't imitating her. all their hits with the exception of
sentences. Shanana performed Thursday and Friday at 8:30 pm, Saturday at 2:30 pm and 8:30 pm,
She has a good rock voice and I "Spill Wine," which is to be
the standard 50's classics that and Sunday at 2:30 pm. Tickets are $3.50 for general admission with
wouldn't be surprised if Big expected. They're all excellent they're famous for. The audience
yBrother rises again. Their musicians. It's one of those bands loved them. I didn't like the way student rush tickets available 15 minutes before curtain for $2.50. Call
performance at the auditorium that has no weak link. Lee they flexed their muscles by 752-7000, ext. 229 for details.
SATURDAY, APRIL 15
was well received. They played Oskar's harmonica work is truly making the audience beg for five
material from an album soon to beautiful. Unfortunately they encores. It shows what fame UOP: Leathergoods will be sold and shown starting at 1 pm in the
be released. Unlike the cuts on were
received
without does. Has anyone ever seen Elbert Covell Centro.
their last several albums, the enthusiasm. The applause Flash Cadillac and Continental
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" at the Y Cinema at 6:30 and 9
new material has vitality.
between numbers was light. War Kids? Many people haven't even pm. Free.
I
Elvin Bishop was perhaps didn't do an encore. Their last gig heard of them. They could give Stockton: Four bands and ethnic songs and dances will highlight a
the beet second billed act to play had been in Berkeley where 600 Shanana one hell of a scare. I "Conglomeration of Souls" program in Delta College's cafeteria
Stockton in some time. Elvin has people who bought tickets had to think it would do the latter some from 1 to 6 pm. Admission is $1 and $.75 for student body card holders.
long since proven that he is an be turned away at the door. It good. If you get a chance to see Free food.
SUNDAY, APRIL 16
excellent guitarist. He seems to might be said that they were a bit Flash and company do it, you'll
UOP: Segments from "An Unfinished Work" by John Casserly at 8
mprove every time I see him. let down in Stockton.
enjoy yourself.
His band is pleasing as well.
At Winterland last weekend
This week-end Humble Pie pm in the Conservatory. Free.
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" at 6:30 pm and 9 pm in the Y
^Most noteworthy however is the Shanana made a return will be at Winterland. I would
black female singer. You'll have appearance. Malo and Sweathog recommend the show to you. Cinema. Free.
to excuse my ignorance readers, rounded out the bill. Frosty, ex Steve Mariot is one of the all time Bay Area: Joe Cocker will appear at the Oakland Coliseum tonight
only at 8 pm. Free.
I don't know her name. Many of Lee Michaels drummer, ought to great rockers.
TUESDAY, APRIL 18
fou probably do. She can really
warble. That lady ranks among
UOP: Marcus Moore, tenor, will present his Senior Recital tonight at
the best bar none.
8:15 pm in the Conservatory. No admission charge.
Stockton must be a Tower of
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19
Power town. Tower of Power
The English Department and left amputated by hypocrisy.
must think so because they've Film Series will present
And it can summon nothing with UOP: The Contemporary Ensemble will perform at 8:15 pm in the
Conservatory. Free.
been paying this town a number Bunuel's Tristana on April 20.
which to replace the old code.
nf visits. They'll be here again The film will be shown at the
Tristana is left in the house Bay Area: Lone Mountain College will present USA, a dramatic
soon. I've seen Tower of Power Albright Auditorium at 7 and 9 (Spain) of Don Lope with no new musical adaptation of the classic book by Dos Passos. USA will begin
on several occasions, including pm. Fifty cents admission will be values to heal and revitalize her its run tonight in the Main Theatre of the College located at 2800 Turk
the night Fillmore closed, and I charged. The following remarks
internal and external habitation. Blvd. in SF. Curtain is at 8:30 pm Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
The
political
has
been Tickets are $2.50 for general admission and $1.50 for students.
have to say that they give are excerpted from a review of
transformed back into the
Stockton a good effort. They the film by Joan Mellen.
THURSDAY, APRIL 20
Spain, like Tristana, its sociology of a callous aristocracy
Played most of the tunes from
struggling with its death throes UOP: Robert Coburn, a composition major at the Conservatory, will
heir first album including "the "sadness," has been destroyed
perform his Senior Recital at 8:15 pm in the Conservatory. Free.
in an.unrelieved homeland.
underdog", "Sparkling in the by a cruel code of honor, defiled
Bunuel no longer can offer
FRIDAY, APRIL 21
the deception of the character
UOP: The Anderson Y Cinema presents "The Fox" (not about John
with Christian impulses whose
Earth week, which lasts (formerly Buckwheat), Gabe
Mondloch) at 6:30 and 9 pm in Anderson Lecture Hall. Free.
hopes will come to nothing
r°m April 16 through April 22,
Christopher, and Joy Andrews.
This is the last day to get your money back for the "Ten Years
will
The fair will also feature food because his dedication to the After" concert at ASUOP records.
be climaxed
by a
poor as a single individual is
Celebration of Earth' featuring and population-pollution related
Senior Delbert Hughes, baritone, and Senior Betsy Stader,
painfully inadequate. The
a concert and fair, Wednesday,
educational displays as the
violinist,
and Graduate Student John Kay, tenor, will present their
religious motif appears now only
April 19th, 7:30 pm to 1 am in the Ecology Coalition, Audubon
recitals
tonight
in the Conservatory at 8:15 pm. Free.
in burlesque, in the begging
Society, Planned Parenthood,
Raymond Great Hall.
priests
hovering
around
Don
Club,
National
Music and song will highlight Sierra
Tickets for the events publicized in this column are available at
Lope on the eve of his death.
the Sears Ticketron outlet in the Weberstown Mall Sears Store.
'he event with the participation Organization for Women, UOP s
The circular structure of the
For the first time, good^oinj^, Arnold...but sorry, no cigars...
Stewart Little, Na D' Na Women's Union, Focus on
imagery,
the rapid repetition of
Contraceptive Awareness and
the images of Tristana's life until
Sexuality, and the San Joaquin
Dr. Michel Launay is a
we return to the first sequence of
Lehmann Division of the City
Chapter of Zero Population
specialist
on Rousseau and the
College of New York.
the
film,
reflects
the
The Birth Control Clinic's Growth.
18th century in France. A student
COP and the Department of
A 'Celebration of Earth' is hopelessness Bunuel feels, both
''lot program at the Cowell
sympathizer
during
the
Modern
Languages
are
toward
Spain
and
toward
its
sponsored by the San Joaquin
Revolution of May '68, Launay sponsoring Launay's lecture
'ealth Center will remain in
victims.
Bunuel
has
relentlessly
County
Chapter of
Zero
lffect through the Thanksgiving
Jean
Jacques
and brilliantly exposed the received his Docteur-es-Lettre entitled,
Population Growth in their
"acation of 1972. A $5.00 fee is
Rousseau: Political Writer. He
destruction of the individual by a from the University of Paris.
attempt to raise funds for
harged for the sessions on
corrupt and hypocritical moral Presently, he is a professor at the will be speaking at 7:30 pm in the
population-education-oriented
Wednesdays at 7:30 pm. For
Anderson Lecture Hall on
code which makes no pretense of University of Nice.
projects including billboards,
"rther information call 946-2315.
Thursday, April 20th. The lecture
improving a society in which
pamphlets, guest speakers and
Launay is teaching this
will be in English and is free to all
class animosities are deepening
films for the> local community.
semester at the Herbert
members of the university.
and brutality is growing.
The charge will be $1.50.
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Tristana to be Shown

Earth Fair Concert Slated
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Face

The running of Mitchell True
and Willard Harrell was the
hignlight of last Saturday's intra-squad game at Modesto JC as
the white team, lead by True and
Carlos Brown, defeated the
orange squad lead by Harrell and
Wayne Willis, 29-10.
Wolfgang Gartner opened
the scoring in the first quarter
with a 25-ya rd field goal to put the
Orange into an early 3-0 lead. The
white team retaliated in the
second quarter with a two yard
run by Craig Vittitoe. Mark Pash
added the extra point and kicked
a 24-yard field goal later in the
same period to put the white
team ahead at the half, 10-3.
In the second half the
runners took over as True bullied
for touchdown runs of two, two,
and ten yards. He gained 106
yards on the night.
Harrell thrilled the crowd in
the fourth period as he put his
speed to good use and broke loose

Baseball

Alumni

for several long runs, including
jaunts of 20 and 26 yards. Despite
the slow start, the Stockton
speedster managed to twist and
dart for 109 yards.
Also impressive was John
Liebengood, who is being moved
from running back to tight end.
Despite a scant amount of
practice at his new position,
Liebengood was the leading
receiver of the scrimmage,
hauling down four aerials for 70
yards.
Linemen receiving praise
Pacific's John Gianelli was
from coach Jack Jordan were
Rich Masey and Ed Huston, the first pick of the Houston
among others.
Rockets in the
National
Tomorrow night the varsity Basketball Association draft last
will face the Alumni at 7:30 pm in Monday. He was the second
Pacific Memorial Stadium. The player taken on the second
game is sponsored by the round, and the fifteenth overall.
In his senior year Gianelli
Quarterback
club,
and
scored
21.5 points per game and
admission is one dollar. Tickets
are available at the box office on pulled down an average of 17.9
rebounds, which put him second
campus or at the gate.
in the country. He also shot 54%
from the floor. He established a
new Pacific career scoring
record with 1,659 points scored.
When asked to comment on I
his selection, he said it was
"pretty nice" to be the first pick
of Houston. He said that contract
matters would be left up to his
Haggans
attorney, Arthur Morris of
Chicago.
league play. A single game on
Gianelli was also the first
Friday at 1 pm and a Saturday
pick of the Pittsburgh Condors in
double header beginning at 12
the
American
Basketball
noon will be played at Billy
Association draft about six
Hebert Field in Oak Park.
weeks ago.

League Play Begins
by S. D.

Tiger baseball opened with
league play here at home last
Friday night as they faced the
Diablos of LA State. Pacific
started league play in a winning
style as Pacific beat the Diablos
4-3.
Pacific led LA State for 6
innings by the score of 2-0. In the
seventh inning the score
tightened to 2-1 as the
momentum of the game shifted
to the Diablos. In the ninth
inning, LA State scored twice to
take a 3-2 lead, but Pacific
Over the weekend of April 8,
refused to give up as the
fireworks began with two outs in the debate team traveled to the
University of Reno to attend the
the bottom of the ninth.
Nevada
Great Western Debate
Bill Ringer popped up to the
second baseman and he dropped Tournament. Fifty-two schools
the ball. Rod Beilby followed and attended the tournament from all
hit a shot to the shortstop who over the nation including teams
the
University
of
also made an error. With runners from
on first and second catcher Don Washington, Old Dominion of
Devany hit a single up the middle Virginia, University of Missouri,
to score Ringer. Paul MacDonald and the United States Air Force
pinch hit for pitcher Rod Bovee Academy.
UOP's debate team took
and he drew a walk. Lead-off
batter Mike Backovich came to third over all the tournament.
the plate with the winning run on Individual winners were: Albert
third and promptly singled to Fierro in Oratory with his oration
score Beilby making the final on "Heroin Addiction." Albert is
a sophomore and will be back
score read 4-3.
Pitcher Rod Bovee came next year.
through with his best outing of
Second place in senior
the year allowing 2 earned runs
Extemporaneous speaking was
on 4 hits, while striking out 15
taken by Tim Dixon. This
batters.
tournament ended his senior
The next day the same two
career on a winning note. Dixon,
teams met for a double-header.
in his college career, has been
The Diablos, wanting revenge,
rated as a top college debater.
got it as they defeated Pacific 1-0,
2-0.
Two
fine
pitching
In
junior Interpretive
performances by Pete Martinez reading, second place went to
and Ron Jones allowed only three Marrianne Rivera. Her speech
runs to score in 2 games, but the was on "The American Indian."
hitting
was poor. Pacific Marrianne will also be back next
batsmen came to plate a total of
year.
53 times and managed only 7 hits,
giving the team a batting
In debate, UOP got one team
average of .150 for the two into the finals. The team of Retha
games.
Arens and Albert Fierro
Next Friday and Saturday completed debate up to the octaPacific plays Fresno State for finals. Retha is a freshman, and
their second confrontation in with Albert, has done extremely

Friday, April 14
Baseball, vs. Fresno State, Stockton, 1 pm.
Men's tennis, vs. USF, here, 2:30 pm.
Golf, vs. California, at Mira Vista Golf Course, 1 pm.
Women's tennis, vs. Chico State, here, 2 pm.
Saturday, April 15
Football, Varsity vs. Alumni, Memorial Stadium, 7:30 pm.
Baseball, vs. Fresno State (2), Stockton, 12 noon.
Track, at Woodrow Wilson relays, Davis.
Tuesday, April 18
Baseball, vs. Stanford, Stockton, 3 pm.
Men's tennis, vs. Modesto JC, here, 2:30 pm.

Golf Team Shanks Match
by Steve Kessler

Last week Pacific's varsity
Next Thursday marks the
golf team ran up against two of beginning of the US Collegiate
Northern California's finest Invitational Tournament which
teams and lost to Stanford will be played at Stanford this
University, 24-3, and then to year. The team is awaiting the
Sacramento State, 20-7.
Invitational and is working hard
In the match played on in preparation for this very imStanford's own course, consis important tournament.
tency was once again a problem
for the Tigers. The Stanford
team, led by the fine shooting of
Tom Keelin who turned in a 72,
never looked back as they simply
out-classed the visiting Tigers.
Steve Putnam turned in the low
score of the day for Pacific with
A bicycle clinic on minor
well in competition this year.
an 80, with Mark Miller and Dave repairs and maintenance of bikes
Other members of the UOP Basham both finishing the 18 will be held at Delta College's
squad attending were: Sheri holes with a total of 81.
new campus Saturday, April 22.
Podesto, Linnea Johnson, and
Against Sacramento State
The noon to 4 pm program is
John Williams.
the Tigers played much better free and is receiving assistance
but fell 20 to 7. Steve Zastrow and from three Stockton bicycle
Mark Miller played well in shops, the Stockton police, the
recording totals of 74 and 75 sheriff's office and the Highway
respectively. Greg Hunger led Patrol.
Sacramento with an outstanding
Bikes also may be registered
total of 71.
for $1and identification numbers
engraved on the frames at the
clinic, Delta"' College student
Robert Bentz said. Bentz, a
bicycle enthusiast, began the
Approximately 500 math
project.
students from San Joaquin
On April 21-23, Dr. Sam Keen
The clinic will be held on the
County schools are expected here will hold an "identity-myth"
northeast
corner of Delta's new
on Saturday, April 15, for the 1972 workshop at Lodestar Camp,
campus
site
across from the
Mathematics Field Day.
sponsored by the Dean of the
Weberstown
Mall.
Lectures and
The event, for students in Chapel's Office. Dr. Keen is a
demonstrations
in
bike repair
grades 7 through 12, will involve professor of autobiography at
problem solving, math games, Prescott College in Arizona, as and care will be given by
puzzles and one and two-man well as a monthly contributor to representatives of the stores. An
inspection service to determine
activities. Plaques, trophies and Psychology Today.
bike condition will also be
certificates will be awarded to
For the past three months, he
the
students
for
their has been leading workshops all available.
Highway Patrol personnel
achievements during the day. over the country dealing with
will
stage braking demonstra
Students are expected from "telling one's own story." These
Stockton, Lodi, Tracy, Manteca, workshops are an aid to tions to show what distance
bicyles need for safe stops.
Ripon, Linden, and Escalon.
strengthening one's identity.
Sponsors for the event are
The workshop is open to all *********************
r
UOP, California Mathematics UOP
community
members > '
The Registrar's Officer
Council, Stockton Record, and (faculty and students) and the *
San Joaquin County Schools cost will be only $2.50 for the , reminds students that theirj|
Office.
entire weekend (to cover the cost > registration packets are nowj •
In charge of the field day of meals). The final deadline to j available in the lobby of thej
from Pacific are Dr. William sign up for the weekend is j Administration Building. These>.
Topp and Dr. Douglas Smith, Friday, April 14th at 5 pm. For J packets should be picked up'
J
both of the mathematics reservations, call the chapel , immediately!
department.
3*******************?
office, 946-2538 or 946-2537.

Pacific Debators
Take Third Place

nth Field
Day Set Identity-Myth
Workshop Held

Bicycles

Clinic Honors
Earth Week

